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study of Banach algebras with involution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose is to present simplified proofs of some important 
results in the theory of Banach algebras with involution. The novelty 
of our approach consists in the use of a generalized kind of Mobius 
transformations together with some elementary facts in the theory of 
vector-valued holomorphic functions. These methods are particularly 
successful in obtaining extensions of the Russo-Dye theorem. 
The Mobius transformations we use are defined in Section 2, and 
two extended versions of the Russo-Dye theorem are deduced almost 
immediately in Section 3. A sharper form of the Russo-Dye theorem 
for Banach algebras with hermitian involution is obtained in Section 4 
and then applied to give a simplified proof of a metric characterization 
of C*-algebras due to Palmer [II]. In Section 5 the symmetry of 
hermitian involutions is deduced from an extension of the fact that 
Mobius transformations of the form 
A -+ (A + Ml + fa), Irll cl, 
map the closed unit disc of the complex plane into itself. Section 6 
contains two highly general maximum principles for holomorphic 
functions which are extensions of the Russo-Dye theorems given in 
Sections 3 and 4. Finally, in Section 7 results are given on the shape of 
the closed unit ball of B*-algebras and on the size of the spectrum of 
non-unitary partial isometries. 
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The Mobius transformations we discuss can be used together with a 
Schwarz lemma to prove a number of forms of the Banach-Stone 
theorem for operator algebras, which contain results given in [S, 
Theorem 71 and [ 19, Corollary 21. For details see [5] and [6, Chapter 41. 
2. THE MOBIUS TRANSFORMATIONS 
Throughout, A denotes a complex Banach algebra having an 
identity, denoted by e, and an involution, denoted by *. If x E: A, the 
symbols U(X) and ) x IO denote the spectrum of x and the spectral radius 
of X, respectively. It is well known that / xy IO = 1 yx IQ for all X, y E A. 
An element u E A is said to be unitary if UU* = U*U = e. The set of 
all unitary elements in A is denoted by U, and the identity component 
of U is denoted by U, . An element x E A is said to be normal if 
XX* = X*X, and self-adjoint if x* = x. A result of Ford [4] (see also 
[2]) implies that if x is a self-adjoint element of A satisfying 1 x IU < 1, 
then the binomial series expansion for (e - x)ri2 converges to a self- 
adjoint element of A whose square is e - X. (This is easy to show when 
* is continuous.) 
DEFINITION. Let x be an element of A satisfying / X*X I,, < 1. 
The Mobius transformation T, is defined by 
Tz(y) = (e - XX*)-~/~(Y + x)(e + x*y)-‘(e - x*x)~/~ 
for y E A satisfying 1 x*y IO < 1. (The exponent - l/2 indicates the 
inverse of the square root.) 
The following lemma is basic to almost all our arguments: 
LEMMA 1. If x is un element of A satisfying 1 x Jo. < 1 and 
1 x*x IQ < 1, then thefunctionf(h) = T,(he) is holomorphic in a 
neighborhood of the closed unit disc of the complex plane and takes the 
unit circle into U, . Moreover, f(0) = x. 
Proof. Since J x* IO = 1 x I,, < 1, f(h) is defined in a neighbor- 
hood of the disc I h 1 < 1, and f(x) is holomorphic there since the 
map y -+ y-l is holomorphic on the set of invertible elements of A. 
Note that if 1 h / = l,f(x)-l exists; furthermore, 
v(X)-I]* = (e - xx*)l/z(Xe + x*)-l(e + h)(e - x*x)-li2 
= (e - xx*)lj2(e + Ax*)-l(he + x)(e - x*x)-1/2, 
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(e + Ax*)-l(Xe + x) = x + X(e + Ax*)-l(e - x*x), 
(he + x)(e + Ax*)-l = x + h(e - xx*)(e + Ax*)-l, 
(e - xx*)l12x = x(e - x*x)~/~, 
we have 
[f(A)-l]* = (e - XX*)-~/~[X + A(e - xx*)(e + Ax*)-l](e - x*x)li2 
= f 69. 
Hence f takes the unit circle into U. Clearly f (0) = x by the last of 
the above three identities. If 1 h 1 = 1, the map 
is a continuous curve with range in U connecting e to f (A). Hence f 
takes the unit circle into U, . 
The Mobius transformations in the form defined above are 
apparently due to Potapov [15, Chap. 1, Section 11. Phillips has 
defined slightly more general transformations in [14]. The functions 
of Lemma 1 are called characteristic functions. For a discussion and 
history of these functions, see Chapter IV of [23]. 
The definition of holomorphy given in [7, Definition 3.10.11 is 
sufficient for our discussion, except in Section 6. A more inclusive 
definition is given there. 
3. A RUSSO-DYE THEOREM FOR BANACH ALGEBRAS 
If S is a subset of A, let co S denote the convex hull of S, and let 
Co S denote the closed convex hull of S. The following theorem and 
its corollary generalize a result of Russo and Dye [19, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 1. The set Co U, contains all x E A satisfying 1 x I,, < 1 
and 1 x*x IO < 1. 
Proof. Clearly we may suppose that 1 x I0 < 1 and 1 x*x lo < 1. 
If f is as in Lemma 1, then by the mean value property [7, p. 991, 
f(0) = & Jrf(eie)d3. 
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Therefore, by definition of the integral [7, p. 621, x is a limit of convex 
combinations of elements of U, . 
Alternately, let GE A * and define g(h) = exp(/((f(h))). By the 
(classical) maximum principle, 
and consequently, 
ReQx) < sup Ree( U,). 
Therefore, by a basic separation theorem [3, Th. 10, p. 4171, x E Co U, . 
Here is a proof of Theorem 1 which does not use function theory: 
As before, we may suppose that 1 x I0 < 1 and 1 x*x j,, < 1. Let n be 
any positive integer and put X = exp(2+n). It is easy to establish the 
identities 
T&Fe) = x + (e - xx*)li2 h”(e + Px*)-l(e - x*x)li2, 
i zl P(e - Py)-l = y”-l(e - yn)-l, (y = -x*), 
and these imply that 
for all large n, where M is a constant which is independent of n. The 
theorem follows from this since each T,JPe) is in U, and i/(x*)” 11 --+O 
asn-+ co. 
COROLLARY 1. If the involution for A is continuous, then co U, 
contains all x E A satisfying j x IV < 1 and 1 x*x jO < 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 (given below), it suffices to show that co U, 
contains a neighborhood of 0. Since * is continuous, there exists a 
constant M such that 1) y* 11 < M II y 11 for all y E A. If y is a self- 
adjoint element of A with 11 y II < 1, then u = y + i(e - y2)1/2 and 
v=y-i(e-y) 2 1/Z are easily seen to be elements of U, , and 
clearly y = (U + v)/2. Now if y is an arbitrary element of A, write 
y = yr + iy, , where y1 = ( y + y*)/2 and yz = ( y - y*)/2i. Then 
if 11 y 11 < l/( 1 + M), both 2y, and 2y, are self-adjoint elements of A 
with norm less than 1, so y E co U, . 
LEMMA 2. Let S be a subset of a normed linear space X and suppose 
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that co S contains a neighborhood of 0. Then co S contains any x E X 
satisfying tx E Co S for some t > 1. 
Proof. By hypothesis there is some E > 0 such that y E co S 
whenever (1 y 11 < E. If txECOS and t > 1, there is an X,ECOS 
with 11 tx - x1 1) < E (t - l), and consequently tx - x1 = (t - 1) x2 
for some x2 E co S. Hence 
x=t-1x,+(1 -t-l)X,ECOS. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO BANACH ALGEBRAS 
WITH HERMITIAN INVOLUTION 
The main aim of this section is to give a simplified discussion of the 
Russo-Dye theory used in the proof of a metric characterization of 
C*-algebras (Theorem 4) due to Palmer [l I]. 
Recall [17, p. 1841 that the involution for A is said to be hermitian 
if u(b) is a set of real numbers whenever b is a self-adjoint element 
of A. A simple and elegant discussion of Banach algebras with hermi- 
tian involution can be found in [16]. In particular, the following is 
shown: 
LEMMA 3 (Ptn). Suppose the involution for A is hermitian, and 
define p(x) = 1 x*x 1i/2 for x E A. Then 1 x I0 < p(x) for all x E A. 
Proof (Ptak). Since p(x*) = p(x) and e - x has a right inverse 
when e - x* has a left inverse, it suffices to show that p(x) < 1 
implies that e - x has a left inverse. Hence assume p(x) < 1. Then 
there is a self-adjoint b E A with b2 = e - x*x, and 
(e + x*)(e - x) = e + x* - x - x*x = b2 + x* - x 
= b[e + F(x* - x) b-l]b. 
Here b is invertible and so is e + b-l(x* - x) 6-l since ib-l(x* - x) b-l 
is self-adjoint and hence has real spectrum. Thus Lemma 3 follows. 
Note that by Lemma 3, if the involution for A is hermitian then 
p(x) = j x ID for all normal x E A, since 
I x 1: <P(X)” < I x* IO I x IO = I x 1: * 
In particular, I u j0 = 1 for all u E U, and also 
I u + u* IO = I u*(e + u2)lo < I u* IO I e + 22 lo < 2, 
when u E U. 
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Let E denote the set of all elements of the form exp (ib), where b is 
a self-adjoint element of A. 
THEOREM 2 (Ptak). Suppose the involution for A is hermitian and 
continuous. Then, 
E C U, and co E contains all x E A satisfying 1 x*x lo < 1, (1) 
ii E = {X E A: 1 x*x IO < l}. (2) 
Proof. Equation (2) follows easily from (I), Theorem 6 (proved in 
Section 5), and the boundedness of p, which is a consequence of the 
continuity of *. 
To prove (I), we first observe that if u E U and if u(u) does not 
contain the whole unit circle, then u E E. To see this, note that the 
spectrum of any u E U is contained in the unit circle since 1 u IO < I 
and u = (u*)-‘. Hence for u as above, a branch of log h is defined on a 
neighborhood of u(u). By the operational calculus discussed in 
[7, Chapter 51 and by [7, TB eorem 3.3.21, it follows that 6 E -i log u 
is a well-defined self-adjoint element of A satisfying exp(ib) = u. 
Hence u E E. Using the same results referred to above, one can also 
show that exp(ib) E U for any self-adjoint b E A. 
Let uE Uand puty = tu, where0 < t < 1. Then Iy I0 < 1 and 
1 y*y ID < 1. If I A I = 1, by Lemma 1, T,(he) E U; moreover, 
he + T&e) = h[2e + (Xy + hy*)](e + kY*)-l 
and 1 xy + Ay* IQ < 2, so -A $ u(T,(he)). Hence T,(k) E E for all 
I h I = 1. Then as in the proof of Theorem 1, y E Co E. Consequently, 
U C: Co E, and therefore by Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, Co E contains 
all x E A satisfying 1 X*X I0 < 1. By our preliminary remarks, it is now 
easy to see that (1) follows from the proof of Corollary 1 with U, 
replaced by E. 
The original statement of the above theorem given by Pt4k [16] does 
not assume the continuity of the involution. 
Recall [17, p. 1801 that A is said to be a B*-algebra with respect to a 
norm II Ilo if II Ilo is a Banach algebra norm on A satisfying jl x 11% = 
11 x*x /I,, for all x E A. It is easy to show that 11 x 11s = p(x) if A is a 
B*-algebra with respect to 11 II,, . 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the involution for A is continuous and 
that there is a constant M with \I exp(ib)j\ < M for all self-adjoint 
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b E A. Then A is a B*-algebra with respect to a norm 11 /I,, satisfying 
JR-’ II x II G II x llo G M II x II 
JOY all XEA. 
Proof. To see that the involution for A is hermitian, let b be any 
self-adjoint element of A and let h E a(b). Then for any real number t, 
M 2 II exp(itb)ll 2 l exp(itb)l, 2 I exp(ith)l 
= exp( -t Im A), 
so Im h = 0, i.e., h is real. If I x*x I0 < 1, then by (l), x E GE, so 
by hypothesis, 11 x Ij < M. It follows that 
II 4’ < M2 I x*x lo < M2 II x*x II < M2 II x* II II x II (3) 
for, all x E A. Replacing x by x* in (3), we obtain 
II x* II G M2 II x I/ (4) 
for all x E A. If M = 1, then (4) h s ows that equality holds in (3), 
which proves the theorem for this case. 
For the general case, note that (3) implies that 11 u 11 < M for all 
u E U. Define 
where 
II x II0 = suPMu( IL(Y) G 119 
P(Y) = SUP4 v II : u E u>. 
One can easily verify that 11 Ilo is a Banach algebra norm on A satisfying 
the required inequality and that II u /I0 < 1 for all u E U. Hence by 
what we have already shown, A is a B*-algebra with respect to I! \I0 . 
Suppose A is such that II u 11 < M for all u E U, . For example this 
is so if II x* II 11 x II < M II x*x II for all normal x E A, since 
1 < 1 U* IU < 11 U* I/ when u E U. Then one may obtain the con- 
clusions of Theorem 3 by deducing (3) directly from Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 3. The rest of the argument remains the same. (cf. [27]). 
Let B be a complex Banach algebra with identity. An element h E B 
is said to be hermitian if II exp(ith)lI < 1 for all real numbers t. Theorem 
3 (in the case M = 1) is the crux of the proof of 
THEOREM 4 (Palmer). Let B be as above and suppose that each 
x E B can be written in the form x = h + ik, where h and k are hermitian 
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elements of B. Then h and k are uniquely determined by x, and the map 
h + ik -+ h - ik is an involution for B in which B is a B*-algebra. 
Proof. Palmer [12, Lemma 3.21 has given a short proof, using only 
elementary properties of the numerical range, that the map 
h + ik ---f h - ik is a well-defined continuous involution on B. Thus if 
b E B and b is self-adjoint with respect to this involution, b is hermitian 
so 11 exp(ib)jI < 1. Theorem 4 now follows from Theorem 3. 
One may obtain Palmer’s original statement of the above theorem 
by applying the Gelfand-Naimark theorem [17, Theorem 4.8.111. 
Note that Theorem 4 contains Theorem 3 in the case M = 1. 
5. SPECTRAL BOUNDS FOR THE MOBIUS TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we obtain a function-theoretic proof of the fact that 
hermitian involutions are symmetric (Theorem 5). Using the same 
methods, we also prove Ptlk’s result that p(x) = 1 x*x I:/2 is an algebra 
seminorm on any Banach algebra with hermitian involution, The 
following maximum principle, which is immediate from a result of 
Vesentini [25], is basic to our arguments: 
LEMMA 4. (Maximum principle). Let f be a continuous function 
mapping the closed unit disc of the complex plane into a complex Banach 
algebra B, and suppose f is holomorphic in the open unit disc. If 1 f(h)], < 1 
whenever 1 h 1 = 1, then 1 f(h)I, < 1 for all I h / < 1. 
Proof (Vesentini). Given any positive integer n, the function 
f (A)2” is holomorphic in the disc I h 1 < 1, so 11 f (h)2” Ij is subharmonic 
there [7, p. 1001. It follows that the function 
is subharmonic for I h j < 1, since convex continuous increasing 
functions of subharmonic functions are subharmonic. Furthermore, 
f,(h) J 1 f (h)l, as n -+ co and each function f,(h) is continuous for 
I h I < 1. Hence If(% is subharmonic for I h / < 1 and upper 
semicontinuous for I h I < 1. Lemma 4 is now a consequence of the 
maximum principle for subharmonic functions. 
LEMMA 5. If the involution for A is hermitian, then 
P(X) = ;y$ I ux lo 7 I XY Iv G mm 
’ for all x, y E A. 
(5h (6) 
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Proof. Let q(x) be the right-hand side of (5). By Lemma 3, 
q(x) < p(x) for all x E A. Let x, y E A and suppose that p(y) < 1. 
It follows from Lemmas 1 and 3 that 1 T,(he)x /,, < q(x) for all 
1 X [ = 1, so by the maximum principle (i.e., Lemma 4), 1 yx I0 < q(x). 
Consequently, / yx I0 < p(y) q(x) for all x, y E A. In particular when 
y = x* we have p(x) < Q(X). Hence p(x) = q(x). 
LEMMA 6. Suppose the involution for A is hermitian. If x and y are 
elements of A satisfying p(x) < 1 and p( y) < 1, then p( T3;( y)) < 1. 
Proof. The arguments used in the proof of Lemma 5 show that 
j uT,(he)l, ,< 1 for all I h I < 1 and all u E U. Hence by (5), it follows 
that p( T,(Xe)) < 1 for all I X I < 1. Then applying (6) we see that the 
function 
f (4 = ~z(*vW) 
is well defined for / X I < 1. Consequently, f(h) is holomorphic for 
I h I < 1 and continuous for 1 h / < 1. Also since T,(u) = uT,,,(e) E U 
for u E U, we have that f(h) E U whenever 1 A I = 1. Hence given 
u E U, I uf (X)10 < 1 for I h I = 1, so by the maximum principle, 
I UTdY)l, = I uf(Wo d 1. 
Lemma 6 now follows from (5). 
THEOREM 5 (Shirali). If the involution for A is hermitian, then 
“(x*x) is a set of non-negative real numbers for any x E A. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the number 
Y = sup{-/!: h E +X*x), p(x) < 1, x E A} 
satisfies r < 0. Suppose r > 0. Then there is an x E A and a X E u(x*x) 
with --h > r/4 and p(x) < 1. Put y = 2x(e + x*x)-‘. Clearly 
y = TX(x), sop(y) < 1 by Lemma 6. Also 
y*y = e - (e - x*x)2(e + X*X)-~, 
so by the spectral mapping theorem, 
-[l - (1 - h)2(1 + X)-2] < r. 
It follows that 1 - X < (1 + X)( 1 + r)lj2 and hence that --h < r/4, 
the desired contradiction. 
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THEOREM 6 (PtAk). If the involution for A is hermitian, then 
P(x + Y) d PC4 t PC Y) for any 4 y E A* 
Proof. Let u1 , us E U and let t 2 0. Put EC = ur*ua . By Lemma 3 
and the remarks following its proof, 
I u1 + tu2 IO = I s(e + tu)l, d P(e + t4 = I e + tu lo 
< 1 + t j 24 IQ = 1 + t. 
Now let x, y E A and suppose that p(x) < 1 and p( y) < 1. Then given 
v E U, by Lemma 1 and the above, 
I v[T&e) + t~,(Wl, < 1 + 6 
whenever [ A 1 = 1, so by the maximum principle, 
I v(x + tY)l, d 1 + t* 
Therefore p(x + ty) < 1 + t by (5), and the theorem follows. 
THEOREM 7. If A has hermitian invoZution and ;f x and y are ele- 
ments of A satisfying p(x) < 1 and p( y) < 1, then 
PVdYN d Tdd(P(Y)). 
Proof. The hypotheses and (6) imply that T,(y) exists, and an 
algebraic computation [15, Chap. 1, Section 11 shows that 
where 
e - Tz(y)*T.Jy) = (w*)-l(e - y*y) w-l, 
w  = (e - x*x)-1/2(e + x*y). 
Clearly, 1 6 4 L( 39” Td YN since 1 $ u( y*y). Using the spectral 
mapping theorem, Theorems 5 and 6, and (6), we have 
v - P(~,w)21-1 = lb - Tz(Y)*TdYlY L 
= 1 w(e - y*y)-l w* j. = 1 w*w(e - y*y)-’ Iv 
< I w*w iv I@ - y*yY I, = I w*w Id1 - P(r)21-1 
and 
1 w*w(, = [(e + x*y)(e + x*y)*(e - x*x)-1 lo 
< p(e + x*yj2 I@ - x*4-’ lo 
G t1 + PW P(Yll”ll - PbYl-l- 
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Consequently, 
El -PWl[1 - P(Y)“1 < 1 _ p(T,(y))2. 
11 + P(X) P(Y)12 
This proves the theorem since the left hand-side of the above is 
1 - *PdP(Y))2* 
6. Two MAXIMUM PRINCIPLES 
In this section X and Y denote complex locally convex topological 
vector spaces. Let D be an open subset of X. We say that a function 
h: D --+ Y is holomorphic if the FrCchet derivative of h at x exists as a 
continuous complex-linear map of X into Y for each x E D. [9, p. 61. 
It can be shown by an extension of the usual arguments that holo- 
morphic functions are continuous and that the chain rule holds. 
Let C be the complex plane. The holomorphic hull of a subset 
S of X (which we denote by Co S) is defined to be the set of all x E X 
such that 1 g(x)1 < 1 whenever g: X + C is a holomorphic function 
satisfying 1 g( JJ)\ < 1 f or ally E S. Clearly, Co S is closed, and by the 
separation theorem mentioned in section 3, 
cosccos. 
(To see this, let GE X* and consider the functiong(x) = exp(Qx) - M), 
where M = sup Re J(S).) 
Put A, = (x E A: 1 x I0 < 1, 1 x*x I0 < l}. Our first maximum 
principle contains Theorem 1 as a special case. 
THEOREM 8. Let D be an open subset of A containing Co U, , and 
let h: D -+ X be a holomorphic function. Then A, C Co U, and 
h(A,) L co h( U,). 
Proof. Let x E A and suppose / x lo. < 1 and I x*x IQ < 1. To prove 
the theorem, it suffices to show that j g(x)1 < 1 whenever g: D + C is 
a holomorphic function satisfying 1 g(u)1 < 1 for all u E U, . (First 
take D = A to obtain A, C Co U, .) Define f as in Lemma 1, and 
suppose D’ is an open subset of A such that f (A) E D’ for 1 h 1 < 1. 
Now if g: D’ --+ C is a holomorphic function satisfying 1 g(zl)l < 1 for 
all u E U, , then by Lemma 1, / g( .f(A))l < 1, whenever 1 A 1 = 1, so 
by the (classical) maximum principle, I g( f (A))/ < 1 for all 1 A 1 < 1. 
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In particular, 1 g(x)1 = 1 g(f(O))I < 1. When D’ = A, this shows that 
f(x) E Co U, for / h / < 1. Hence we may take D’ = D. 
We remark that the von Neumann-Heins theorem [18, Theorem A, 
p. 4371 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8 and the spectral 
theorem for unitary operators on a Hilbert space. (As in the case of 
the Russo-Dye theorem, a simple proof can be given by appealing 
directly to Lemma 1.) 
Put A,, = {x E A: p(x) < l}. Note that if the involution for A is 
hermitian and continuous, then p is continuous (by Theorem 6) so 
A, is open. Our second maximum principle contains a slightly 
weakened form of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 9. S pp u ose the involution for A is hermitian and con- 
tinuous. If h: A,, + X is a holomorphic function having a continuous 
extension to A, v E, then 
h(A,) C Co h(E). 
Proof. It suffices to prove that any holomorphic functiong: A, -+ C 
which has a continuous extension to A, u E and satisfies / g(u)/ < 1 
whenever u E E, also satisfies 1 g(x)1 < 1 for all x E A,, . Let 0 < t < 1 
and u E U, and suppose x = tu. Then as shown in the proof of 
Theorem 2, T,(Xe) E E whenever I X / = 1. Moreover, if 1 h I < 1, 
by Theorem 7. Hence given any g as above, 
whenever 1 X 1 = 1, so by the (classical) maximum principle, 
I g(x)1 < 1. Consequently, I g(tu)l < 1 for all u E U. Now it is a 
consequence of Theorem 6 and the continuity of p that t Co U C A, . 
Therefore applying Theorem 8 to the functions h,(x) = g(tx), 
0 <t < l,weobtainIg(x)l < IforallxEAa. 
In particular, Theorems 8 and 9 hold when A is a B*-algebra. 
(The first few lines of the proof of Theorem 3 show that the invol- 
ution for A is hermitian.) For example, Cn is a B*-algebra when 
viewed as the space of all complex-valued functions on the set {l,..., n> 
with the sup norm on functions. In this case, A, is the open unit 
polydisc An in Cn and U is the distinguished boundary of An. 
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7. PARTIAL ISOMETRIES AND EXTREME POINTS 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that the involution for A is continuous, and 
let x be an element of A such that x = xx*x, 1 x IO < 1, and 
(e - xx*)(x*)n(e - x*x) = 0, 71 = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (7) 
If u(x) does not contain the whole unit circle, then x is in U, . The 
condition 1 x I,, < 1 can be dropped when the involution for A is hermitian. 
Proof. Since 1 x*x1, = \(x*x)~~~ = / x*x It, either I x*x I0 = 1 or 
I x*x IL7 = 0. When the involution is hermitian, we have I x I0 < 1 
by Lemma 3. Hence if 0 < t < 1, T,,(e) is well defined and 
T,(e) E U, . Note that 
Ttz(e) = tx + (e - t2xx*)1/2(e + tx*)-l(e - t2x*x)lj2. (8) 
Since (xx*)~ = xx* and (x*x)~ = x*x for all positive integers k, 
it follows from the power series expansion of the square root that 
(e - t2~~*)1/2 = (e - xx*) + (1 - t2)l12 xx* 
(e - t2x*x)1/2 = (e - x*x) + (1 - t2)lj2 X*X. 
(9) 
Also by (7), 
(e - xx*)(e + tx*)-l(e - x*x) = 0. 
Clearly we may suppose that -1 $ u(x*). Hence by (8-lo), 
(10) 
lim T,,(e) = X. 
t-11- 
Therefore x E U, , since the continuity of the involution implies that 
U, is closed. 
THEOREM 11. If the involution for A is hermitian, then 
p(x + (e - XX*) y(e - x*x)) < 1 
for any x, y E A satisjying p(x) < 1 and p( y) < l/2. 
Proof. First suppose p(x) < 1. Put 
w  = (e - x~*)l/~y(e - x*x)lIz. 
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By (6) and Theorem 5, p(w) < p(y) < l/2, so z = w(e - x*w)-’ 
exists and 
Pc4/2 < PGm - Ax*) PWI G PC4 - P@X”W) 
< p(z - Zx*W) = p(w) < l/2. 
Hence p(x) < 1. Therefore by Lemma 6, p( Tz(z)) < 1, and an easy 
computation shows that 
T,(z) = x + (e - xx*)li2 z(e + x*x)-l(e - x*x)l/* 
= x + (e - xx*) y(e - x*x). 
This proves the theorem for p(x) < 1. 
For the general case, define 
q(x) = x + (e - xx*) y(e - x*x) 
for all x E A. Supposep(x) < 1. Then there exist wi , wa E A such that 
p(x) = p)(tx) + (1 - t)x + (1 - t2) WI + (1 - t4) w2 
for all t E (0, 1). Hence by Theorem 6 and what we have already 
shown, P(v(x>) < 1. 
Note that it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11 that if x 
is an extreme point (or even only a complex extreme point [24]) of the 
closed unit ball of a B*-algebra A, then x satisfies 
(e - xx*) y(e - x*x) = 0 (11) 
for all JJ E A. It is known that the converse also holds. For further 
details about extreme points in B *-algebras, see [l, 6, 8, 10, and 201. 
Condition (11) has been studied in [26]. 
Here is another consequence of Theorem 11 which is immediate: 
Let /be a complex-linear functional on A satisfying 1 e( r)l < p(y) for 
all y E A, and suppose 1 d(x)] = p(x) = 1 for some x E A. Then 
for all y E A. 
t((e - xx*) y(e - x*x)) = 0 
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